Wolsak & Wynn
Contact:
280 James Street North
Hamilton, ON L8R 2L3
p: 905.972.9885
e: info@wolsakandwynn.ca
w: www.wolsakandwynn.ca

Wolsak and Wynn is a quirky literary press based in the heart of Hamilton. With steel mills on one side of us, the Niagara
escarpment on the other and Toronto somewhere off in the distance we spend our time producing brilliant, highly individual
and sometimes provocative books. Wander through our site to see books by writers including Oana Avasilichioaei, Gregory
Betts, David Collier, Glen Downie, Christine Fischer Guy, Catherine Graham, David Groulx, Richard Harrison, Ken Howe,
Jeanette Lynes, D. D. Miller, Catherine Owen, Robert Priest, Tanis Rideout, Heather Spears, Moez Surani, John Terpstra,
Alexis von Konigslow, Naomi Beth Wakan and Ian Williams. We’ve an author for almost every letter of the alphabet.
Home of Buckrider Books.
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FALL 2015 FRONTLIST
Fiction
The Society of Experience
Matt Cahill

“I’m in two places: here, but there still”—so begins this captivating literary thriller.
SALES & MARKETING:

•
•
•
•
•

When his father—a distinguished writer—unexpectedly passes away, Derrick van der Lem’s
insulated world implodes, leaving a much stranger and crueler place than the one he knew.
A Buckrider Book.
In the midst of his downward spiral, the mysterious Society of Experience asks him to take
Toronto launch and Ontario
part in a baffling science experiment involving time travel, with the possibility of changing
tour, with stops in Hamilton,
his life and pulling him out of his rut. When the experiment begins to untangle, Derrick
Kingston, Ottawa and Montreal. finds himself out of his depth and in the middle of a nightmare, with only the company of a
Festival submissions, including
beautiful stranger to steer him from chaos to heartbreak. Meanwhile, who are the society, and
Ottawa International Writers
what are their true intentions for Derrick? Is time travel real, or is it yet another contrivance
Festival and Vancouver
the Society has invented?
International Writers Festival.
Major pre-order campaign with Part Philip K. Dick, part mystery, The Society of Experience is an inventive, fast-paced story
book trailer, twitter campaign
of a man’s journey for a better future through streets, alleyways and deserted buildings.
and social media push.
ARCs to all national media;
Books for Everybody submission.
Matt Cahill is a Toronto-based author and psychotherapist. He writes novels, short fiction
and essays, and has contributed work to Ryeberg, BlogTO and Torontoist. His short story,
“Snowshoe,” appeared in September 2014 with Found Press.

Mystery | Speculative Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088-04-2
ISBN-10: 1-928088-04-X
$22.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 250 pp
September 2015
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FALL 2015 FRONTLIST
Non-Fiction
A Profession of Hope

Farming on the Edge of the Grizzly Trail
Jenna Butler

We can almost balance out, one for one, the disasters and glories on the farm.
SALES & MARKETING:
“This is not the story of a ready-made farm, complete with generations of history, carefully
tended tools and sturdy clapboard farmhouse.” In 2006 Jenna Butler and her partner,
Thomas, purchased “160 acres more or less” of rough northern bush. They knew they weren’t • Will be part of a multi-author
Prairies-based tour with stops in
purchasing anything more than hard work and hope but still they headed up every weekend to
Edmonton, Red Deer, Calgary,
clear a spot in those woods where they could plant their first crops.
Saskatoon and Winnipeg.
• Major regional media push
With the warm wit of Barbara Kingsolver and the stark beauty of Sharon Butala’s writings
within Prairie provinces and
on the prairie, Jenna Butler shares her journey with us. From beating a hasty retreat from the
mail out to all national media.
first overwhelming swarm of mosquitoes, to discussing worm poop with local farmers and
• Short Eastern tour with stops in
becoming forever more the crazy hippie teachers, the stories of Larch Farm spill out of these
Toronto, Hamilton and Kingspages. A Profession of Hope: Farming on the Edge of the Grizzly Trail is a beguiling read,
ton.
as rich and promising as freshly turned earth.
• Advertisements in regional
publications, including Prairie
Books Now.
Jenna Butler is the author of three books of poetry and ten short collections with small
presses. Butler teaches creative writing and eco-criticism at Red Deer College. In the summer,
she and her husband live on a small organic farm near the historic Grizzly Trail in Alberta’s
north country.

Non-Fiction | Agriculture
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088-08-0
ISBN-10: 1-928088-08-2
$22.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 150 pp
September 2015
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FALL 2015 FRONTLIST
Poetry
Bedlam Cowslip

The John Clare Poems
Jeanette Lynes

Madness, class and authenticity intertwine with a life deeply rooted in the English
countryside.
SALES & MARKETING:

•
•
•
•
•

A Buckrider Book.
Will be part of a multi-author
Prairies-based tour with stops in
Edmonton, Red Deer, Calgary,
Saskatoon and Winnipeg.
Major regional media push
within Prairie provinces and
mail out to all national media.
Short Eastern tour with stops
in Toronto, Hamilton and
Kingston.
Advertisements in regional
publications, including Prairie
Books Now.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Following in the tradition of Michael Ondaatje’s The Collected Works of Billy the Kid,
Bedlam Cowslip turns Lynes’ poetic attention to the life and work of John Clare, the great
Victorian poet of the countryside, one of England’s greatest working-class bards. In these
poems, the Romantic world of Clare, strewn with wildflowers and dizzy with birdsong, is
visited by a new, postmodern voice, and the conversation that ensues across a dozen decades is
profound and dazzling.
Painstakingly researched and deftly crafted, the poems share Clare’s loves, ambitions, rages
and failures. With lines that echo the sharpness of Dorothy Livesay and the richness of Roo
Borson, Lynes writes of madness, scarce paper and the intense attention Clare brought to his
world. In this book Lynes has created an uplifting poetic biography of a bright poetic star that
has been rising for over a century.

Jeanette Lynes is the author of six collections of poetry, including Archive of the
Undressed, which was shortlisted for two Saskatchewan Book Awards. Her first novel, The
Factory Voice, was longlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize. Jeanette directs the M.F.A. in
Writing at the University of Saskatchewan.

Archive of the
Undressed
978-1-894987-66-0
$17.00
trade paperback

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088-05-9
ISBN-10: 1-928088-05-8
$18.00 | trade paperback
5.75" x 8.5" | 100 pp
October 2015
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FALL 2015 FRONTLIST
Poetry
Our Inland Sea
James Lindsay

Prepare to be amazed! In a kaleidoscope of imagining and energy, James Lindsay
releases his debut collection.
Watch a funnel cloud pick a fight with a Ferris wheel! Visit ghost towns of Ontario and
China! Tour the reclaimed Goldrush Hotel! Meet the genius who realized windows are the
opposite of mirrors! Witness critics who wrangle yeti! Learn about worms that like to be
watched! With fantastical imagery and sharp pacing, these lines pull you into a carnival world
where Stephen Harper might walk you to school, and Gordon Lish takes over a poem. In the
pages of James Lindsay’s incredible new book, Our Inland Sea, you will discover all these
marvels and many more.

SALES & MARKETING:

•
•
•
•

“James Lindsay can do everything. Our Inland Sea has surreal asides, belly laughs, and
dismay aplenty, but its default mode is the tension of the infinitely possible.”
–Jacob McArthur Mooney

A Buckrider Book
Toronto launch and various
readings around the region.
Western tour with events in
Regina, Edmonton and Red
Deer with local authors.
Publicity mail out to all major
media and appropriate literary
media.

James Lindsay is a graduate of the writer’s studio program at Simon Fraser University and has
been a bookseller for more than a decade in Vancouver and Toronto. He is also co-owner of
Pleasence Records in Toronto, a record label specializing in post-punk, odd-pop and avantgarde sound pieces.

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088-06-6
ISBN-10: 1-928088-06-6
$18.00 | trade paperback
5.75" x 8.5" | 80 pp
October 2015
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FALL 2015 FRONTLIST
Poetry
Unquiet Bones
Peter Midgley

Poems that burn their way through ice to awareness.

SALES & MARKETING:

•
•
•
•

Will be part of a multi-author
Prairies-based tour with stops in
Edmonton, Red Deer, Calgary
and Saskatoon.
Major regional media push
within Prairie provinces and
mail out to all national media.
Short Eastern tour with stops
in Toronto, Hamilton and
Kingston.
Advertisements in regional
publications, including Prairie
Books Now.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Peter Midgley does not shy away from politics, whether documenting efforts to uproot
colonialism or the number of murdered Aboriginal women in Canada. In these dramatic
and uncompromising poems, Midgley roves between Canada and Africa, stopping briefly to
consider struggles for democracy in places as diverse as Hong Kong and Ancient Rome. With
lines that look for justice and record our search for human dignity, Midgley shows us “bodies
silent as crocodiles on the Kavango” and how “freedom is a lovely word, thin as a thousand
paper lights.” But still the poet finds time to dream beside a campfire, to caress a beloved or
contemplate the “lilied throat of evening.”
Working in a variety of languages and referencing traditional African poem forms, Midgley
expands our ideas of poetry and language in this book. These are physical poems, poems
where you can hear the shells exploding and feel the sea ice closing in on you, poems that
linger long in your memory.
Peter Midgley is an author, editor and playwright based in Edmonton. His plays have been
performed in Namibia and South Africa. Born in Namibia and raised there and in South
Africa, he came to Canada in 1999 with his family to pursue his studies and found himself
staying.

Counting Teeth
978-1-894987-89-9
$22.00
trade paperback

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088-07-3
ISBN-10: 1-928088-07-4
$18.00 | trade paperback
5.75" x 8.5" | 80 pp
October 2015
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FALL 2015 FRONTLIST
Non-Fiction
No One Will Harm You Here

Mass Medical Evacuation from the Eastern Arctic 1950–1965
Shawn Selway

There is a monument in Hamilton for the Inuit evacuees who died there while being
treated for tuberculosis.
“Perhaps you are wondering why you are brought down from your home leaving your friends
and perhaps family behind. The reason is that you are sick, and if you were left at home,
you may endanger those at home. So you are here to get well again… But do not be afraid.
Nobody here will harm you.” –Mountain Views, Hamilton Sanatorium, 1955
With this quote Shawn Selway begins his thorough investigation of the evacuation of 1,274
Inuit and Cree sufferers of tuberculosis from the Eastern Arctic to Mountain Sanatorium
in Hamilton, Ontario, from 1950 to 1965. Selway considers not only the political culture,
and the systemic racism within that culture, in which the decisions were made, but also the
technological and economic changes that made these relocations possible. Selway carefully
documents the impact of the evacuations on the Inuit community and has included an
assortment of archival images within the book. This is an important look at a difficult time in
our country’s history.

SALES & MARKETING:

•
•
•

Strong regional media push,
with a series of speaking events
and a local launch.
Review copy mailing to all
national media including
Maclean’s and radio programs
such as The Current.
Outreach to political media—
including Rabble.ca, Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives
and ipolitics.ca—to introduce
this book to their readers.

Shawn Selway is a millwright specialized in the conservation of historic machinery. He has a
strong interest in the wobbling path of his hometown, Hamilton, Ontario, and contributes to
the local municipal affairs blog. His mother, a retired TB and surgical nurse, made him write
this book.

History
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088-09-7
ISBN-10: 1-928088-09-0
$25.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 300 pp | 12 b&w photos
November 2015
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
The Capacity for Infinite
Happiness
Alexis von Konigslow

The Midnight Games
David Neil Lee

Emily Kogan’s family is good at keeping
secrets. But when she visits the family’s
vacation lodge, she learns far more than
she bargained for. Long-buried clues to
the mystery of her family’s true identity
reveal how old friends and the famous
Harpo Marx all played their roles in an
astonishing tale of ill-fated love and a daring transatlantic escape.

In this thrilling novel, Lee blends the
rich horror of Lovecraft with the pace of
a modern mystery. Nate Silva has snuck
into a ritual of the Resurrection Church
of the Ancients, and soon his days and
nights are dogged by ancient books,
giant centipedes and geometric curses
that bring death down in the form of glowing hounds.

Fiction | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-97-4
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $22.00

Young Adult Fiction | A Poplar Press Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-96-7
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $12.00
Ages 12+

We Can’t Ever Do This
Again
Amber McMillan

Thrillows & Despairos
Chris Chambers

McMillan’s poems render both the
public and the intimate with uncanny
precision. They show us how these
two worlds influence and invade one
another. This is an adroit poetry that
moves beyond confession; rather, it first
stands witness, and then records, and
then transmits its experiences to us like a gift.

Revealed through Chambers’ poetry,
Toronto is a city of equal parts nightlife
and wildlife, a crucible and a chrysalis,
a vessel in which things smolder and
transform. These poems are generous
with imagery and verve. They speak
lovingly about a connection with
a place, and in their whimsy and good nature, ascend to the
universal.

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-99-8
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $18.00

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-98-1
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $18.00

The Other 23 & a Half
Hours: Or Everything You
Wanted to Know that Your
MFA Didn’t Teach You

Catherine Owen

Catherine Owen believes being a writer
involves much more than writing. In
this provocative book she examines
the moving parts of the literary
community. Starting with reading,
which Owen believes is a fundamental
part of being a writer, she considers
activities such as reviewing, translating, hosting radio shows and
running small presses.
Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088-00-4
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $20.00
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Vesuvius
Zulmira Ribeiro Tavares
translated by Hugh Hazelton
Tavares’ poetry is direct but sly, filled
with pointed commentary on the
world around her. In her writing a
socialite can be a boa constrictor, and a
volcano can be a country. She questions
everything, but the reader follows her
willingly, charmed by her disarming
style and captivated by her insight.
Poetry | Translation
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-81-3
Spring 2015 | trade paperback | $20.00

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
The Umbrella Mender
Christine Fischer Guy

Counting Teeth
A Namibian Story

Peter Midgley

A talented nurse in the 1950s, Hazel
MacPherson went to Moose Factory
to fight the tuberculosis epidemic
ravaging the indigenous peoples. It
was a desperate undertaking, fraught
with difficulties that hampered the
efforts of the medical staff. Hazel is
soon distracted from the tensions of the hospital by an enigmatic
drifter named Gideon, with tragic results.

With his daughter, a collection of maps
and an opinionated GPS, Midgley
sets out across Namibia. Stories about
Portuguese explorers and the first
genocide of the 20th century collect on
the back seat of their car alongside the
author’s earliest memories of growing
up in Namibia, creating a compelling
portrait of this complex and vibrant country.

Fiction | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-90-5
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $22.00			

Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-89-9
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $22.00

Great Power and Great
Responsibility

The Philosophical Politics of
Comics

Douglas Mann

Great Power and Great
Responsibility is a thought-provoking
collection of essays that delves into the
philosophies that underlie many of the
great comic series. From Sheena to
Marvel’s Civil War, Mann considers
a wide variety of comic storylines and
characters, how they reflect the political times that formed them
and the culture that both creates and enjoys them.
Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-79-0
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $25.00
9 b&w photos, 58 b&w illustrations throughout

Mr. Sapiens
Jesse Patrick Ferguson

Invasive Species
Claire Caldwell
In Invasive Species the calamities of
climate change and the dangers of the
natural world are juxtaposed against the
intimacies of daily life. Wildcats invade
condominium balconies. A girl learns
how natural it feels to hold a shotgun.
Caldwell renders all of these improbable
connections in startlingly original verse, alive with compassion
and wit.
Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-87-5
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $18.00

David Foster Wallace
Ruined My Suicide and
Other Stories
D.D. Miller

In Mr. Sapiens Ferguson tells us
of fighter pilots made redundant by
unmanned drones, the secrets hidden
in great works of art and the stability
of the Earth’s core. Mr. Sapiens is a
chameleon, a master of disguise, the
consummate Everyman. Ferguson’s
subtle poems catch us with our guard down and change the
world before our eyes.

Filled with burning parade floats, bear
attacks and roller derby leagues, D.D.
Miller’s short stories present us with
a comical collection of slacker heroes
who get what they deserve in unexpected ways. These men are survivors
who fail to see how fortunate they are,
and who watch helplessly as their lives unravel, if only because
they fail to act.

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-88-2
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $18.00

Fiction | Short Stories | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-84-4
Spring 2014 | trade paperback | $20.00
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